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About this Journal

The Lewis & Clark College ACM Student Chapter’s Journal of Student Research is a
student-organized, peer-reviewed journal open to all Lewis & Clark College students.
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Clark College ACM Student Chapter, with help from the Chapter’s faculty and sta↵
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recruited from upper-level computer science students. The aim of this journal is to
provide a realistic introduction to the process of submitting peer-reviewed research,
allow students to develop their technical writing skills, and show o↵ interesting
projects they have worked on.
Authors’ majors included Computer Science, Biology, Studio Art, and Economics.
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A BSTRACT
As genetic sequencing becomes faster, more accurate, and more efficient, enormous new
datasets are being gathered, but the processing and interpreting of the data has not seen
quite as large of an improvement. dN/dS ratios can be used as an approximate measure
to determine if a genetic sequence is undergoing selection and in which direction. In this
project, we explore using genetic algorithms and dN/dS ratios to find areas in a sequence
which are experiencing selection. Preliminary results indicate that this approach could be
useful for highlighting areas in which selection is occurring.
Keywords Bioinformatics · Genetic Algorithms · dN/dS · Evolution · Python · DNA Analysis · Mutations
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Introduction

Currently there is a wealth of information available through genetic sequencing. There are many freely
available, large datasets of genetic sequences online and they are growing rapidly. Much effort is being
expended to analyze this data, but because the data can be used for many different analyses there still remains
a lot of work to do[1,2]. This project was started with the goal of creating a tool to help find areas of interest
in DNA sequences so that those areas can be analyzed. Proteins are made out of amino acids, each amino
acid is coded for with a triplet of DNA nucleotides called a codon. Multiple codons can code for the same
amino acid[3]. A synonymous mutation is one where the change in the DNA sequence does not change the
amino acid sequence that is created. A nonsynonymous mutation is one which changes the amino acid that
is coded for[2,4]. dN/dS, the ratio of nonsynonymous mutations to nonsynonymous sites over the ratio of
synonymous mutations to synonymous sites, (Equation 1), is a measure of selection[2,5]. Because selective
pressures on synonymous mutations are so small and the likelihood of mutation is similar for each site, the
ratio of synonymous mutations to synonymous sites is used as an estimate of the mutation rate. The ratio of
nonsynonymous mutations to nonsynonymous sites would be roughly equal to the base mutation rate if the
area was experiencing no selection. This would mean a dN/dS value of 1. If the value is greater than one, then
the area is experiencing selection in favor of mutations. Likewise, if the value is less than one, then the area is
experiencing purifying selection [2]. This equation assumes that the frequency of synonymous mutations
reflects the mutation rate. It also assumes that selection on synonymous sites is negligible. Additionally,
it is only useful when applied to related sequences. If it is run on an alignment where the sequences are
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unrelated then it cannot give any information on selective pressures. Genetic algorithms are intended to mimic
evolution. Different ‘genes’, individual bits, are turned on and off. These make up part of a string of bits
known as an ‘individual’ or a ‘chromosome.’ The collection of individuals is called a population. The ones
that score the best with a fitness function are crossed and used to make the next ‘generation.’ This process
continues and the result is a string of bits which were the most successful at the fitness function[6]. If the
fitness function is designed well, then the string of bits should be a good answer to the question.

2

Methods

Python was the language chosen for this project because of the many bioinformatics packages available for it.
Biopython[7] was the package chosen for converting between filetypes and Pyevolve[8] was used for genetic
algorithm creation. The program reads in an alignment file and then traverses it codon by codon determining
whether or not a mutation happened there and if it is synonymous or not. During this process it creates a string
indicating whether or not that codon has a mutation and if the middle site is synonymous or nonsynonymous.
The fitness function goes through each group of turned on bits, if the group is too small it subtracts a penalty
from the fitness score. For every zero it adds a bonus because otherwise the algorithm would favor having
every bit turned on. After that, it adds to the fitness based on the dN/dS score of the group. The score is
then divided by the number of groups and returned as the fitness. The original design of the program was to
differentiate between selection for and against change, but that requires further work.

3

Results

The output of this program has returned the kind of results we were aiming for (Figure 1), alternating groups
of ‘on’ and ‘off’ where the ‘on’ bits correspond to the areas in which mutations are, but still frequently does
not. When the fitness function is adjusted to use different values, the number of bits in the places we expect
them moves up or down in relation. The best scores so far have been obtained by having a punishment of -3
for a group that is too small and a benefit of 0.5 for each zero in the individual (Figure 2).

4

Discussion

The results show potential, but the program needs further fine-tuning before it can be applied with practical
results. There are a number of things which can be adjusted to improve its usefulness and accuracy, but
unfortunately those were beyond the time constraints of this project. Given more time, the project would
have benefited by edits to take in larger alignment files. Additionally, the program has not been tested on
natural DNA sequences, instead it has only been run on test sequences. The current version cannot handle
gaps in the sequence and because gaps are fairly common in alignments this severely limits the sequences
the program can be run on. The fitness function still needs some work on balancing it and we have not yet
explored how changes in the mutation rate or crossover type will change this program. While the program
is being improved, it still needs more work before it can be put to practical use. Despite the fact that the
program still needs calibration, the concept behind it seems to be working. When the values of the fitness
function are not too far askew, the average fitness of each generation trends upward as the program runs. The
program has given output following the general pattern we are aiming for, a series of ‘on’ groups roughly
matching the areas of mutations, and has shown improvement in scores when the fitness function is adjusted.
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Figure 1: The dN/dS calculation. It is the ratio of nonsynonymous mutations to nonsynonymous sites over
the ratio of synonymous mutations to synonymous sites. dN/dS is used as a measure of selection with values
near one indicating no selection, values greater than one indicating selection in favor of the mutations, and
values less than one indicating selection against change

Figure 2: Output from the program shows results following the expected pattern. This example result
from the program follows the expected pattern of on and off groups alternating where the on groups roughly
follow the areas in which there have been mutations. ‘On’ bits are designated by plusses, ‘off’ groups by
periods. Codons with mutations are shown in uppercase, without are shown in lowercase. The Ns designate
codons where the center site is nonsynonymous, the Ss designate codons where the center site is synonymous.
This is one of the nicer results from the program, not all follow the pattern. The program was run with 1000
generations of 100 individuals with a small group cost of -3 and a zero-benefit of 0.5. All other settings were
Pyevolve defaults.

Figure 3: Average number of correctly placed bits peaks at small group cost of -3 and zero-benefit of
0.5.The program was run for 1000 generations of 100 individuals and the average of three samples was taken.
The scores were created by counting the number of ‘on’ bits located with a codon that had a mutation and the
number of ‘off’ bits at locations that did not have a mutation. *In one round, the fitness never got above zero
which means the genetic algorithm had nothing to act on.
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A BSTRACT
The western United States lacks an organized competitive wholesale energy market. This
fractures energy markets across the west. Consequently, it impacts how electricity is traded
between utilities and independent power producers. Without an organized wholesale energy
market, each electric utility is responsible for maintaining reliability in their footprint as
well as their tools used to support energy trading. A fundamental part of energy trading is
ensuring the electricity can move across the grid from the seller to the buyer. In order to
trade electricity between counter parties, traders must purchases or use their own capacity
on high-voltage transmission lines. Therefore, I created a tool that assists the tracking
and trading of high-voltage transmission by creating a website that visually displays the
capacity of high-voltage transmission. Additionally, the website can update the database
pertaining to transmission trades, enabling the traders to document transmission trades.
Keywords Energy Trading · High-Voltage Transmission Management · High-Voltage Transmission Trading ·
High-Voltage Transmission Database · User-Friendly Website

1

Introduction

The western United States lacks an organized competitive wholesale energy market. This fractures energy
markets across the west. Consequently, it impacts how electricity is traded between utilities and independent
power producers. Without an organized wholesale energy market, each electric utility is responsible for
maintaining reliability in their footprint as well as their tools used to support energy trading. A fundamental
part of energy trading is ensuring the electricity can move across the grid from the seller to the buyer. In order
to trade electricity between counter parties, traders must purchases or use their own capacity on high-voltage
transmission lines. Therefore, I created a tool that assists the tracking and trading of high-voltage transmission
by creating a website that visually displays the capacity of high-voltage transmission. Additionally, the website
can update the database pertaining to transmission trades, enabling the traders to document transmission
trades.
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Why This Tool Is Useful

The lack of a regional organized energy market in the west forces utilities to develop their own trading tool.
More often than not, there is a disconnect between what the traders need and what tools are developed to meet
those needs. Therefore, I created an example of a tool that would help energy traders. This tool has three
main functions: 1) assist the transaction of transmission by interacting with a mock transmission database;
and 2) create a visual, dynamic, user-friendly transmission tracking website for energy traders.

3
3.1

The Main Components of the Tool: How it Works
Creating the Database

I first made the mock database in my Google Cloud Account. I then entered the following commands to
create my database:
sudo mysql
CREATE DATABASE projectdatabase CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE utf8_general_ci;
USE projectdatabase;

CREATE TABLE Transmission_Numbers (id int primary key auto_increment, transmission_id int, hourendin
These four commands above made it possible for me to develop my database [1]. Once I entered in the
necessary data I then created my website.
3.2

Creating the Website

My website had three files. The first file which displays my website is ‘main.php’. This file is responsible
for the structure of my website and calls the necessary functions to display the correct information from the
database I created. My second file, ‘mysql.php’ is responsible for connecting to my database to my website.
It is also responsible for all of my SQL functions that interact with my database. The final component to my
website is the ‘final.css’ file which is responsible for the stylistic parts of my website, such as color, font, and
size of specific ids and classes within ‘main.php’.
3.3

Connecting My Database to My Website

Within my ‘mysql.php’ file I connect my database to my website. I accomplish this by the following section
of code:
<?php
/*** connection credentials ***/
$servername = "localhost";
$username = "trader";
$password = "pleasegivemeanAjens";
$database = "projectdatabase";
$usertable1 = "Transmission_Numbers";
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Final Website
$usertable2 = "Transmission_Names";
$dbport = 3306;
/***connect to database***/
try {
$db = new PDO("mysql:host=$servername;dbname=$database;charset=utf8;port=$dbport",
$username, $password);
}
catch(PDOException $e) {
echo $e->getMessage();
}
/*** functions interacting with my database would be found below, however, they are
emitted for this example ***/
?>

This section of code made it possible for users of my website to update the database, a crucial part of the tool
that made it useful. My website can be found here: http://35.230.57.128/final/main.php.
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A BSTRACT
Ray tracing is a method used to render complex scenes in non-time intensive situations.
Generating animation frames with ray tracing multiplies the computational complexity of
it. Through the use of OpenACC pragmas in a program that implemented both ray tracing
and animation in C, I was able to see a 30% speed increase, without having to write GPU
Native code. While this approach was not as effective as traditional methods of graphics
programming, it allowed for a gentle, introduction to GPU programming that isn’t bound to
any particular GPU vendor, while offering potential for future investigation through MPI.
Keywords Computer Graphics · OpenACC · Parallel Programming

1

Introduction

Offline rendering is a term used to describe all rendering that doesn’t need to happen in real time, and thus can
be used for more complex shapes and animations. Animation itself is a good use case for High-Performance
computing because it involves rendering many frames, increasing the computational complexity of the
problem significantly.

2

Materials

I chose to use the OpenACC parallel programming model to render animations, because it provided a more
welcoming introduction into the world of GPU programming, allowing for the use of ‘regular’ C and C++
syntax that is accelerated with pragmas. All code was compiled with PGI Compiler v. 19.4. Non-Accelerated
code was compiled with the -fast flag. For this project, I used interactive gpu-small sessions inside of the
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center BRIDGES supercomputer, using a NVIDIA Tesla-P100 graphics card.
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Methods

I wrote a simple ray tracer in C, then added on the ability to move objects with a control loop. My end goal
was to show the orbit of the earth around the sun, and the moon around the earth, because ray tracers are
particularly good at rendering spheres. Input was read from a custom scene file and output into a series of
256-color bitmap files. My first target for optimizing the code I wrote was to unroll the two nested for loops
and place them in a kernel. Because the ray tracer casts a ray for every pixel of the output file, running that
process in a massively parallel environment across many GPU cores would result in speedup. But, there were
some difficulties associated with that. Every subroutine called within the loop needed an acc routine seq
pragma before it. I also relied heavily on global variables, which aren’t always explicitly copied in or out
inside of kernel regions. Ultimately, I rewrote my code to remove globals, which reduced the amount of data
copied to the GPU. Perhaps the largest issue, however, was the size of the output array. I used a 2d array
of structs to hold pixel color information, and my target array size, 1920x1080 pixels (equivalent to 1080p
resolution), meant that I had to declare that variable on the heap instead of the stack. OpenACC struggled
to move such a large amount of data into the GPU (Fig. 1), and it wasn’t until I reduced the array size to
854x480 pixels (equivalent to 480p) and placed the variable on the stack did OpenACC return a satisfactory
result. I rendered 365 frames at this resolution, to simulate the 365 days in an earth year. (Fig. 2)

4

Results

Without OpenACC, my code rendered the animation in 38.999s, as measured by the Linux time utility. With
the OpenACC flag enabled, the animation was rendered in 29.989s. The use of OpenACC with this particular
code sample resulted in a 1.3x speedup. (Fig. 3)

5

Discussion

The small performance increase offered by OpenACC could have been caused by memory transfer speed and
management issues. Even the ‘reduced size’ output array has to be copied out of the GPU with every new
frame rendered. And the memory management issue I ran into which resulted in the unique output graphic
could be alleviated by breaking the output frame into different ‘slices,’ allowing for higher-resolution output.
A GPU Native language, like CUDA, is probably a better choice for Computer Graphics problems, due to it’s
built-in vector types and other features which make it ideal. But the universal nature of OpenACC allows it to
compile to any platform, making development easier and not bound to one particular hardware or software
vendor. Additionally, because only one frame could be rendered at a time, this application could benefit from
MPI, and sending each frame to a thread with it’s own GPU, effectively creating a hybrid MPI/OpenACC job.

6

Conclusion

Overall, the speedup I saw was encouraging, and OpenACC could prove to be a useful tool for introductory
computer graphics classes or other situations where ease of use and understanding of the underlying GPU
model takes priority over raw speed.

7

Runtimes

With OpenACC:
real 0m29.989s
9
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Figure 1: GPU Glitch
user 0m25.733s
sys 0m1.314s
Without OpenACC:
real 0m38.999s
user 0m34.634s
sys 0m1.281s

8

Link to Code

Code is at https://github.com/quin2/rayaccel

10
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Figure 2: Final Product
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A BSTRACT
For my final project in High Performance Computing, I of course wanted to pick a problem
that was famously computationally expensive. I decided to write a solver for the most
optimal solution to a 2x2x2 Rubik’s cube - a so called “God Solver”. The program works
by simulating a brute-force list of all possible combinations of moves, testing them all, and
returning the shortest sequence that solves the cube.
Keywords Computer Graphics · OpenACC · Parallel Programming

1

God’s Number

God’s Number refers to the minimum number of moves in the most efficient possible solution to an arbitrary
Rubik’s Cube. The term has been extended to refer to the general idea of the fastest solution to an arbitrary
state of other puzzles, like the 15 puzzle and Towers of Hanoi. For the 3x3x3 cube, God’s number is 20
face turns (a 180· rotation counting as one move), or 26 quarter turns (180· counting as two moves). For the
2x2x2 cube I wrote this program for, these numbers are 11 and 14, respectively.

2

Writing The Program

There were two major parts of this program, which I called rendering and simulation. The rendering part of
the program was to write a model of a cube- I needed a way to hold the data of a cube, and how it would
change if one of the 12 possible moves were applied to it.
Early on in the process I decided to write this program for a 2x2x2 cube, rather than the more familiar 3x3x3.
This choice was made primarily due to the size of the computation- I did not believe that BLT, Lewis &
Clark’s compute cluster, would have been able to handle the full size of godsolving an arbitrary 3x3x3. While
this program could be lifted to solve a 3x3 or N xN cube with minimal changes to the internal logic, the 2x2
problem can be solved several orders of magnitude faster than the 3x3.
Each cube is a group of 6 arrays that hold all the color data on each side. The program includes 6 functions
for the 6 counterclockwise rotations of each face, and 6 more functions of the clockwise rotations, which are
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simple loops to make 3 counterclockwise rotations. Each of these rotation functions changes the colors on the
arrays of a cube in the proper way to mimic a model of a real cube.
The second part of this project was the simulation of possible solves. First, the program generates a randomly
scrambled for a cube, to then attempt to solve. Next, the list of all possible move sequences is attempted on
that cube, and checked for returning a solved state. If so, the program ends and the sequence is returned. The
program first looks for 1 move solves, then 2, and onwards, so the shortest solutions are found first.

3

Future Improvements/Optimizations

There are a few places this program could be improved; but the main issue is that there are some redundancies
in both the scrambling and solving sequence generation. For example, if the same face is turned clockwise
once then counterclockwise, this adds 2 moves to an “optimal solution”, while the optimal solution is 2 moves
faster, omitting these two moves. The sequence generating part of the code could be optimized to remove
redundant sequences, like the example above, or sequences that are identical (move right side than left side,
versus left side then right side)
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Link to Code

Code is at https://github.com/quin2/rayaccel
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